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C.4. SCIENCE TEAM

There are two key aspects to the selection of a
science team. First is to assure that the capa-
bilities are present to complete the develop-
ment of the flight program.  No less important
is the need to assure that those with the
knowledge and capability to complete the sci-
ence investigation are committed to the pro-
gram. The HMI Science Team includes the
Co-Investigators and other named individuals
referred to as Associated Investigators (AI).

The Science Team as a whole is dedicated to
ensuring that the best possible science investi-
gation is accomplished within the SDO-HMI
program. The HMI Science Team consists of
leading experts in all of the science goals of
the HMI investigation.

During Phase-A only the Stanford, LMSAL,
HAO, MSSL, and RAL Co-Is have identified
tasks.  In Phase B-C the HAO definition role
is complete. In Phase D a number of Co-Is
will provide software for use in the level-1
through level-3 processing pipeline.  This
software will allow timely calibration of the
data from the beginning of the flight phase
and the production of higher level science data
products required for later science analysis.
These data products are those that require sub-
stantial volumes of data and processing that
can not be expected to be available at Co-I and
other science institutions. In the first two years
of Phase-E (E-1) the Stanford, LMSAL, HAO,

and international investigators will pursue
their full science investigation as well as op-
erations, data processing, calibration as appro-
priate.  The US Co-Is who provided code in
Phase-D will participate in the calibration to
ensure the proper functioning of the code and
algorithms and will pursue a reduced science
investigation - sufficient to verify that the al-
gorithms developed yield the science insights
intended.  In the final years, Phase E-2, the
Stanford and LMSAL investigators will con-
tinue their operations and processing roles but
will pursue only similarly limited science in-
vestigations.  The support for the full exploi-
tation of the HMI science opportunities by US
investigators during this phase must come
from sources other than the primary HMI pro-
gram. This plan is consistent with the re-
quirements specified in the AO Section 1.6
paragraph 2.  The plan is outlined in Table
C.4.1.

The Investigator team is listed in the table in
Table C.4.2 on the next page.  For each inves-
tigator the Phase A-D roles are identified.

Phase A B C D E-1 E-2
Stanford Full Full Full Full Ops, Data, Calib,

Science
Ops, Data,

Some Science
LMSAL Full Full Full Full Ops, Calib, Sci-

ence
Ops, Some Sci-

ence
MSSL Yes Yes Yes Yes Science Science
RAL Yes Yes Yes Yes Science Science
HAO Line Sel. none none Code Develop Calib, Science none

Other US none none none Code Develop Calib, Some Sci-
ence

none

Other Intl Science Science
Table C.4.1 - Team Participation in Mission Phases
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